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When growing up, my father liked to collect antiques. He was especially
interested in kerosene lamps and I remember spending time looking at his
collection and thinking how old-fashioned they were. I tried to imagine
what life would be like if I lived in a time when I would have to use these
lamps. What kind of clothes would I wear? What would my house look
like? What would music sound like?

In writing Antique Holiday Wish, I tried to set the traditional song We Wish
You a Merry Christmas in a way that would sound old-fashioned or
“classical” to my students today, realizing that this would be one of their
first exposures to performing “serious” music. The harmonic structure and
part-writing, especially the bass part at 29, are reminiscent of an older age.

Every wind part gets a piece of the melody and also a piece of the
accompaniment. The arrangement gives the director an opportunity to teach
young players about their changing roles in the ensemble. The percussion
writing harkens back to Renaissance era dance rhythms and traditional
period instruments. Directors may experiment with using a hand drum or
frame drum as a substitute for the tom-tom part.
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